
Cookbooks for Winter

The acid watcher 
cookbook: 100+ delicious 
recipes to prevent and heal 
acid reflux disease

by Jonathan Aviv

Easy soups from scratch 
with quick breads to 
match: 70 recipes to pair 
and share

by Ivy Manning

Adventures in slow 
cooking: 120 slow-cooker 
recipes for people who 
love food

by Sarah DiGregorio

Eat at home tonight: 101 
simple busy-family recipes 
for your slow cooker, sheet 
pan, Instant Pot, and more

by Tiffany King

Clean Paleo One-Pot 
Meals: 100 delicious 
recipes from pan to plate 
in 30 minutes or less

by Christina Shoemaker

Family table: farm 
cooking from the Elliott 
Homestead

by Shaye Elliott

Cooking for a fast 
metabolism:   eat more food 
and lose more weight

by Haylie Pomroy

Food: what the heck 
should I cook?

by Mark Hyman

Cool beans:   the ultimate 
guide to cooking with the 
world's most versatile 
plant-based protein, with 
125 recipes

by Joe Yonan

The Hunter Chef 
Cookbook: hunt, fish, and 
forage in over 100 recipes

by Michael Hunter

Dinner in French: my 
recipes by way of France

by Melissa Clark

Lasagna: a baked pasta 
cookbook

by Anna Hezel
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Matty Matheson: home 
style cookery

by Matty Matheson

Slow cooked Paleo: 75 
real food recipes for 
effortless, wholesome 
meals in your slow cooker

by Bailey Fischer

Pescan: a feel good 
cookbook

by Abbie Cornish

Soup & comfort: a 
cookbook of homemade 
recipes to warm the soul

by Pamela Ellgen

The pho cookbook: easy to 
adventurous recipes for 
Vietnam's favorite soup 
and noodles

by Andrea Quynhgiao 
Nguyen

Superfood soups: 100 
delicious, energizing & 
plant-based recipes

by Julie Morris

The plant paradox family 
cookbook: 80 one-pot 
recipes to nourish your 
family using your instant 
pot, slow cooker, or sheet 
pan

by Steven Gundry

Supersopas

by Marisa Aguirre
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